How to Set Up Simple Modi Projects
Click on the desktop icon to start up ScratchME:

Choose the Modi device:

Click the “Browse Pre-Built Sprites” button:

Choose the Modi Connector Sprite. It will download. You will load the sprites
from the folder where the download placed the sprite file:

Select “Create a New Project”:

Upload the sprite file you just downloaded to your project:

In this example, we’re loading the Modi Sprite from where we placed the file:

The Modi sprite scripts will come up, however, many blocks are undefined and
red. This is because we must load the MantisConnector extension:

Click on the “Load Experimental Extension” button. In the next dialogs:
Click “Open”
Click “Click to Continue”
Ignore the following error, everything is OK:

If you see dark blue extension blocks and no red blocks then the extension
loaded successfully:

Click on the green flag. ScratchME will scan for the Modi and ask you to turn on
the Tap the button to pair:

After you tap the button once the Modi and ScratchME will start to connect:

Modi Connected

Now that the Modi is connected, you can start to create you project using the
Modi extension blocks. We will give some examples of simple starter projects.

Modi Cat and Mouse Project:
Go into the Sprite library and load the cat sprite into your Modi project. In the
cat script build the following code blocks:

Why did we choose to multiply the Modi X coordinate values by 24 and the
Modi Y coordinate values by 18?
Here’s why:
The X values of the Scratch stage go from -240 to 240 pixels.
The Y values of the Scratch stage go from -180 to 180 pixels.
The Mody X and Y values range from -9. to 9.8. We can round 9.8 to give us 10.
This means that we control where the cat goes on the Scratch stage by tilting
the Modi. Build the code and give it a try!

Hold the Modi in the palm your hand to control the cat. To keep from dropping
the Modi, place it in between your two fingers like so:

Make sure the red light is on top and on the side facing towards you.
Tilt your hand up and down. The cat should go up and down on the stage:
Tilt you palm from side to side. The cat should go from side to side on the
stage:
Now that you can control the cat, let’s chase a mouse!
Load the mouse sprite into your project and shrink it a little.

The mouse will appear at random locations on the stage and then hide and go
somewhere else. It is up to the cat to catch it.
The Mouse script:

See if you can make the game interesting by keeping score and/or adding a
timer 

Modi X Y Grid Rotation Project
Start a new project. Load the Modi Sprite as was done in the Cat Mouse Project.
Set the x y grid background on the stage like so:

We want the grid to rotate with the Modi’s orientation. So we need to turn the
stage backdrop into a sprite by right clicking on the stage and saving the
picture of the backdrop:

Save the picture to your file system and then make a sprite out of it.

Code up the following script for the x y grid sprite:

Remember the Modi X axis values range between -9.8 and 9.8. If we multiply
the Modi X axis values by 10 we will get a range from -98 to 98. For our simple
demo 98 is close enough to 90 so these values can be used to point the xygrid
sprite to approximately the corresponding direction between 0 and 90
degrees. We can see the effect and know we’re accurate enough to play
around.
Stretch Goal 1:

Can you figure out a way to map the Modi output values to between 0 and 90?
Hint: instead of multiplying by 10, you need to multiply by another number so
that 9.8 is multiplied by this number the result ends up equal to 90. Like so:
9.8 * X = 90 Solve for X and that’s your value 
Hint 2: You can calculate this value with Scratch blocks, you don’t have to do
the math yourself.
Hold the Modi in the palm of your hand as described in the Cat and Mouse
project. You should see the screen tilting with the orientation of the Modi.
Note that we’re only controlling one dimension – the X dimension.
Note: You can make the sprite less jittery by rounding the Modi values which
are being used in the calculation:

Stretch Goal 2:

Notice that if you spin the Modi all way around like a wheel, the sprite will only
follow it for 90 degrees and then it will go back the other way.
How can the sprite be made to rotate fully (360 degrees) when the Modi rolls
like a wheel?
Hint: What is the Y axis doing when the Modi is rolling?

Laptop Screen Rotation
The Modi is an accelerometer. Mobile devices deploy accelerometers to rotate
the screen to keep it upright when the device is rotated.
Instructions:

Start a new project. Load the Modi Sprite as was done in the Cat Mouse
Project.
Choose a Scratch stage backdrop and make a sprite out of it as was done in the
Modi X Y Grid project. You should have what is shown below:

Create the code blocks for the stage sprite:

Remember the range of the X axis on the Modi is -9.8 to 9.8 with 0 in the
middle when the Modi is level.
We want the stage to be level at 90 degrees when the Modi is relatively level
at X axis sensor readings of between -6 and 6.
If the Modi is tilted far to the right, then the stage sprite must rotate to 180
degrees.
If the Modi is tilted far to the left, then the stage sprite must rotate to 0
degrees.
Stick the Modi on the laptop with the red light closest to the screen like so:

Tilt the laptop in both directions and watch the screen adjust to the device
orientation:
Tilt Left:

Tilt Right:

The ZigZ ag Project
This project is a road simulation. The object of the game is to stay on the road
and not hit the sides. The speed will gradually increase the longer the game is
played. Each time you enter a straight section, the speed will increase a notch
before you enter the bends.
We will use the Modi to steer through the course.
Open the Zig Zag project in ScratchME:

Place the Modi facing towards you with the red light up top like so:

Click the green flag and roll the Modi back and forth slightly to steer right and
left.
When the red light is at its high point, you’re going straight.
Have Fun!

